
Executive Overview:
Making Ransomware History

The Problem

Ransomware is no longer considered simply a technical threat, but rather the 

largest single risk to any organization as outlined by the National Association of 

Corporate Directors.1

 · Pervasive – 50% of companies have experienced a ransomware attack in the 
last two years. 

 · Liability – Data exfiltration and exposure are now commonly part of the 
ransom demands to increase potential impact and likelihood of successful 
extortion. 

 · Profitability – In 2021, in the US alone, the impact from ransomware attacks 
is estimated at $20 billion.

 · Costs – The cost of remediation alone, not including brand damage, is more 
than $2M per incident.

The Why

Ransomware behaves differently than malware or viruses. Current cybersecurity 

technology solutions, while robust when compared to a decade ago, do not fully 

protect against ransomware attacks. As more ransomware crime groups implement 

advanced evasion techniques, the less current endpoint solutions can successfully 

identify and stop them. 

The significant costs associated with trying to mitigate ransomware risk has 

carried a diminishing return and resulted in deploying incomplete solutions to a new 

and evolving threat. However, the cost to respond and recover from a ransom is 

significantly higher than trying to prevent it. 

 · 92% of companies who experienced a ransomware attack didn’t recover all 
of their data.2

 · 29% of companies could not recover more than half of their data.2

 · Double Extortion: Ransomware syndicates now request that companies pay 
the ransom, or they will publicly release their data. This means even with a 
cyber resilience program and backups – if a ransom is not paid, information is 

now released into the public domain causing significant business impacts.

OUR MISSION: 
DEFEAT RANSOMWARE
Modern defensive cyber 

solutions, while impressive, 

have failed in the face of cheap 

and easy-to-create – and 

most importantly lucrative 

– ransomware. High-profile 

breaches are disguising an 

ugly fact; the companies using 

next-generation NGAV and 

EPP solutions continue to 

be impacted by ransomware 

Halcyon has built the first anti-

ransomware engine to tackle this 

problem. Our team has spent 

decades building name-brand 

security products and delivering 

security consulting to much of 

the Fortune 500.

THE HALCYON STORY
Split between San Diego, CA  

and Austin, TX, Halcyon was 

formed in 2021 by a team 

of cyber industry veterans 

after battling the scourge of 

ransomware (and advanced 

threats) for years at some 

of the largest global security 

vendors. Comprised of leaders 

from Cylance (now Blackberry), 

Accuvant (now Optiv), and ISS 

X-Force (now IBM), Halcyon is 

focused on building products 

and solutions for mid-market and 

enterprise customers.
1. Jim DeLoach, NACD, Four Steps to Analyze Ransomware Risk and Protect Critical Assets 
2. Davey Winder, Forbes, Ransomware Reality Shock: 92% Who Pay Don’t Get Their Data Back
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Our Solution - The Halcyon Platform

Halcyon is the industry’s first dedicated, adaptive security platform focused specifically on stopping ransomware attacks. 

Halcyon is built by attackers to stop attackers. The solution is a lightweight agent that combines multiple proprietary advanced 

prevention engines along with AI models trained solely on ransomware. Halcyon is deployed to all business endpoints and 

managed via web interface or API.

Halcyon was built by some of the world’s foremost malware and ransomware experts. The Halcyon team has designed, 

decomposed, and evaluated the most advanced malicious techniques across private and public enterprise over the last two 

decades.

 · Halcyon detection modules and analysis occur throughout the potential attack sequence to ensure ransomware activity 
is identified, stopped, and that any potential impact is mitigated. 

 · Halcyon can be deployed, conflict-free, alongside existing solutions to provide the additional protection necessary stop 
ransomware attacks.

Halcyon’s unique anti-ransomware platform is easy to deploy, doesn’t conflict with existing endpoint security solutions, and 

provides multiple, unique levels of protection against ransomware. Halcyon is the first platform to leverage AI and ML to 

specifically target the problem of ransomware.

For more information, please contact sales@halcyon.ai


